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Abstract

This paper describes the intentional implementation of a program designed to enhance attitudes of social responsibility in graduate students in clinical psychology. Key factors in developing social responsibility appear to be confrontation with injustice, modeling, and self-efficacy. Teaching goals and methods for facilitating these factors are described along with obstacles to implementing such a program.
Promoting Social Responsibility in Graduate Psychology Training

Although social responsibility is a broad and ill-defined concept in psychology, it is generally described as advocating for underprivileged and underserved individuals and groups. Berman (1997) defined social responsibility as “personal investment in the well-being of others and the planet” (p. 12). Social responsibility implies attitudes and actions that portray concern for others and the well-being of the community, as opposed to concern only for self or promotion of individualism.

The Importance of Social Responsibility in Clinical Psychology

Although clinical psychology developed in Enlightenment Era thinking with a strong emphasis on individualism, enhancing the welfare of communities and society at large has always been an aspirational goal of psychologists. Increasing the health of individuals and society based upon the value of altruism was integral to the development of clinical psychology (Reisman, 1991).

The Ethical Principles of Psychologists and Code of Conduct (1992) describes social responsibility as an aspirational goal (Principle F). This principle encourages psychologists to advocate for human welfare in practice, research, and policy-making endeavors. The current proposed revision of the Ethical Principles eliminates Principle F, but infuses the concept of social responsibility throughout the preamble and general principles. The first sentence of the preamble states that “psychologists are committed to increasing scientific and professional knowledge….to improve the condition of individuals, organizations, and society” (www.apa.org/ethics).

In the last decade there have been well-articulated rationales and pleas for psychologists to reconsider the nature of their work. Doherty (1995) argued for “moral
responsibility” in psychotherapy, stating that psychologists cannot responsibly provide psychological services to individuals without considering the relational and social context of the individual. Prilleltensky (1989; 1997) argued for clarifying our values to be explicit about the moral dimensions of psychological practice. He argued that psychology can and should lead to social change, not just individual change.

The National Council of Schools and Programs in Professional Psychology (NCSPP) advocated for the inclusion of social responsibility in the training of psychologists. Peterson (1992) described the vision of social responsibility in graduate training at a conference on the core curriculum in professional psychology. “To articulate our center and to give meaning to a vision of public interest, a social responsibility core should specify the principles to be embodied in all the curriculum” (pp.35-36). Peterson further stated:

“Embedded in the values and attitudes underlying core curriculum, we need to bring an expanded moral and social vision to the center of professional psychology and to traditional academic psychology as well. Not only is it the right thing to do – it is the best science and the best practice” (1992, p. 36).

Peterson, Peterson, Abrams, & Stricker (1997) later described and published the core curriculum for broader distribution to psychologists.

Campbell, Estelle, Miller, & Shaver (2000) conducted a survey of APA Division presidents regarding their conceptualization of social responsibility within their respective divisions. These division presidents conceptualized social responsibility in a variety of ways including “embracing diversity, social activism, conscience, altruism, fairness, compassion, displaying respect for others, displaying respect for the
environment, and enhancing the welfare of others” (p. 3). The conceptualizations of social responsibility by the division presidents were broad and varied, but generally implied “a sensitivity to and advocacy for the needs of underprivileged and underserved individuals and groups” (p. 9). The presidents further described social responsibility as more central to their divisions’ mission than peripheral, and as becoming more important within their divisions in the future.

**Developing Social Responsibility in Graduate Students**

Berman (1997) identified three key factors that motivate socially responsible behavior in children: confrontation with injustice, modeling, and self-efficacy. Since these three factors appear to be involved in facilitating social responsibility in young people, it seems plausible that these factors should be relevant to graduate students training to become clinical psychologists. Although there are significant differences in age, experience, and maturity between graduate students and the children Berman (1997) described, there are also significant similarities between these groups in that both are relatively young, in educational environments, and typically involved in mentoring type relationships with teachers. The author believes that these same factors facilitate social responsibility in graduate students.

Confrontation with injustice through direct exposure to inequities or inhumanity is a powerful motivator to action. Talking about discrimination or the inability to access healthcare is important, but interacting with those affected and experiencing the injustice seems to tap an emotional reaction that leaves a lasting memory. Keniston (1968) described this experiential confrontation for the young radicals in his study:
“For such young men and women, privileged and idealistic, the confrontation with social inequity - the first personal meeting with poverty, injustice, political manipulation, and institutional dishonesty - may have a disproportionate impact. As relatively empathic and compassionate young men and women, when concretely confronted with the toll of American society, they quickly lost their ‘intellectual remoteness and feeling of objectivity,’ and felt ‘personally responsible’ for doing something to change things” (p. 126).

Modeling socially responsible attitudes and behaviors is another way to instill similar values and responses in others. The strongest influence on developing social responsibility comes from the families of young people. Flanagan, Bowes, Jonsson, Csapo, and Sheblanova (1998) surveyed more than 5,000 12-18 year olds in seven countries to evaluate the relationship of voluntary work, school climates, and family values to goals of public interest. The family of origin had the most significant impact on adolescents developing social responsibility. They write, “The most robust finding is the consistent and significant effect that a family ethic of social responsibility has on adolescents’ civic commitment” (p. 469). Eisenberg and Mussen (1989) also described the positive influence of teachers and peers in modeling prosocial behavior for children. Thus, in addition to parents, peers and teachers have a strong position of influence on students.

Campbell, Estelle, Miller, Pirkl, Ganey, & Hopkins, (1999) surveyed the training directors of clinical and counseling psychology doctoral programs to evaluate how social responsibility is taught in these programs. Consistent with the importance on modeling
described above, they found that modeling and mentoring were the primary methods used to teach social responsibility to doctoral students.

Self-efficacy is the third motivating factor in developing social responsibility. Believing that one can take effective social action spawns additional similar behavior. Hoehn (1983) interviewed 87 people who had demonstrated a commitment to social action over time and described them as having a strong sense of urgency with a desire to do something. He writes, “Nothing fortifies the identity of an activist like success in changing something – almost anything, for that matter” (p. 90).

These three factors are important in motivating socially responsible behavior in graduate students. It may be that confrontation with injustice shows “why” one should act, modeling shows “what” and “how” to act, and self-efficacy shows “who” should act (Campbell, 1999). Consequently, these factors have been helpful in conceptualizing the development of social responsibility in one clinical psychology program, which is described below.

Promoting Social Responsibility in a Graduate Program

Faculty members in the Graduate School of Clinical Psychology (GSCP) at George Fox University have intentionally attempted to instill attitudes of social responsibility in graduate students. Some methods to encourage these attitudes (and associated behaviors) have already been implemented, while other methods are still waiting implementation. The GSCP is a fairly typical Psy.D. program that operates on a scholar-practitioner model of training. One rather unique aspect of the program is that it operates within a Quaker institution that is explicit about the Christian worldview of its
faculty. Thus, the students and faculty share some commonalities in worldview that are consistent with encouraging social responsibility.

The faculty found it important to encourage concern for others and the larger community early on, even in the screening of students appropriate for the doctoral program. Some students come to the profession of clinical psychology with less than altruistic goals such as making a good income or having a professional identity. While these goals may not be incompatible with attitudes of social responsibility, they may represent self-interest at the expense of interest in others. We attempt to encourage students to think of the underserved as they formulate career plans. Although this is not always easy given the magnitude of student loans, many graduates develop ways to incorporate pro bono services while making a living wage.

Once students have matriculated into the doctoral program it is important to raise their consciousness about issues of social responsibility. Prilleltensky (1989) described conscientization and annunciation as two mechanisms to promote social change. Conscientization is “the process whereby people achieve an illuminating awareness both of the socioeconomic and cultural circumstances that shape their lives and their capacity to transform that reality” (p. 800). It is a process of consciousness-raising that results in ideological and behavioral change. Annunciation is the articulation of an ideal or what ought to be based on stated values. Rather than merely fighting injustice, psychologists should have an ideal social plan to replace current systems.

The key factors described previously are avenues used to facilitate general attitudes of service to those with minimal financial, personal, and social resources. Class lectures, readings, and discussions of culture, gender, class, religion, sexual orientation,
and various other forms of diversity are used to confront students with scenarios of injustice. At times, this confrontation is more theoretical and difficult to grasp at an experiential level, yet these issues become more real for students as they hear classmates and professors describe their experiences with the negative effects of discrimination, poverty, and prejudice.

Students confront injustice most pointedly in their practicum experiences as they begin to work with underserved individuals in the community. It is important that faculty and clinical supervisors connect the difficulties many clients face with the environmental conditions and/or social policies that constrain healing or growth. To enhance exposure to injustice, the GSCP provides an all day workshop for students every year that highlights one area of diversity. Outside speakers are brought to campus to facilitate these experiential workshops.

Modeling socially responsible attitudes occurs in a variety of contexts. Professors describe their service and work with underserved groups in the classroom, in clinical supervision, while working on research projects for non-profit organizations, and while mentoring their advisees. Sometimes students are surprised that professors are professionally involved outside the university. Outside involvement may include providing individual and group therapy to low income clients, consulting with non-profit organizations, providing community lectures and workshops, providing disaster relief services, teaching in churches, and serving at a variety of levels within charitable organizations. Students hear about these faculty activities, identify with their professors, and begin to introject similar values.
Modeling is an important part of the annual “Serve Day” at the university. Each fall the entire university closes for a day and all students, faculty, staff, and administrators join together to work on community projects in the larger Portland area. Undergraduate and graduate students work along side faculty in cleaning, painting, building, and repairing. Together they provide approximately 9,000 hours of free service to dozens of organizations and indigent individuals that cannot otherwise afford these services. Students have opportunities to see faculty members serve others in a very meaningful, yet practical manner.

Students are encouraged to join faculty on mental health service projects. Last summer a faculty member invited two graduate students to join him in providing consultative evaluations to students in a missionary school in the Philippines. This K–12 school is well established and provides an excellent education for about 600 English-speaking students from many Asian rim countries as well as the U.S. However, the resources do not exist to provide evaluations of students with learning, emotional, and behavioral problems. This professor and the graduate students were able to conduct diagnostic evaluations and provide parent and teacher consultations for 17 students in 10 days. Upon returning to the U.S., both graduate students commented to fellow students on this “life-changing” experience.

This summer a faculty member invited three graduate students to join him in China to teach English to Chinese students in their local university. While living and working in the culture, the students had many opportunities to encounter social inequities and see their professor engaged in service to others.
Next month several students will join a faculty member in a very rural and remote area of northern California to provide screening and mental health educational services to an underserved area. These pro bono activities create teaching opportunities that help instill attitudes of service to vulnerable groups.

Self-efficacy facilitates socially responsible attitudes by creating a strong sense that students have the ability to make a difference in the world. Graduate students often express idealistic aspirations about changing the world, and while these aspirations are desirable they are often dashed by the reality of professional demands. As students begin to realize that effective social change can come about by persistence with smaller yet more achievable goals, their aspirations are maintained. Students express more self-efficacy as they progress further through the program, developing more skills as well as opportunities to use those skills.

Students should have opportunities for experiences that enhance attitudes of social responsibility, yet it is difficult to provide these opportunities in addition to the already significant demands for time on graduate students. It is best when these supervised service opportunities also count toward practicum credit, and in many cases they do. Some opportunities currently available to GSCP students include: training and volunteer work for the Red Cross, providing parent skills training workshops in the community, participating in national mental health screening days, providing psychological evaluations to international adopted children and underserved children living in foreign countries, and volunteer work through various local churches. Additional opportunities include primary research on social responsibility and work with the mediation and peace studies programs at the university. One research team is actively focused on conducting
primary research on social responsibility, while several other research teams focus on interventions and system changes in schools, prisons, churches, and mental health programs. See Table 1 for a summary of teaching goals and methods for promoting social responsibility.

Table 1

Teaching Goals and Methods for Enhancing Social Responsibility

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teaching Goal</th>
<th>Teaching Methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expose Students to Injustice</td>
<td>• Class lectures, readings, discussions on culture, gender, class, religion, sexual orientation, and other forms of diversity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Experiential workshops on diversity or social justice facilitated by experts in the field.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Practicum experiences and service work with underserved groups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model Social Responsibility</td>
<td>• Professors describe their service and work with underserved groups and non-profit organizations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• “Serve Day” – University closes for a day so that faculty, students, and staff can do service work in the community.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Tasks often involve cleaning, painting, and repair work for families and agencies that could not afford these services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Faculty and students work side-by-side.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Providing psychological evaluations on children where these services cannot be provided.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Providing mental health education to vulnerable groups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhance Self-efficacy</td>
<td>• Training and volunteer work for the Red Cross.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Parent skills training workshops for struggling parents.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Volunteer work through local churches.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Participation in national mental health screening days.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Work with the mediation and peace studies program at the university.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Primary research on social responsibility.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
One important aspect for the success of these methods is the value of debriefing or discussing the service-learning experience with students. Simply providing the service without connecting the service to the significance of social change may result in the accomplishment of a task without the internalization of a value or attitude. Faculty members are encouraged to “process” their service work with students.

Obstacles to Emphasizing Social Responsibility

There are several obstacles to incorporating an intentional emphasis on social responsibility in a graduate program. One obstacle is the fact that the curriculum is already full and faculty already overworked to take on additional responsibilities. We have found that the curriculum may not need to be changed significantly or faculty given additional duties. Rather, incorporating short lectures into existing courses regarding how the course materials relate to helping people, changing social policy, altering environmental conditions, or removing barriers to change can enhance the curriculum significantly. Similarly, asking faculty to include students in their ongoing service or pro bono work, or simply to talk with students about these activities may encourage attitudes of social responsibility in students.

Another obstacle is the tradition of dealing with individuals in clinical practice rather than with community systems or environmental conditions. Faculty may see this work as the domain of social work or political activists rather than the domain of professional psychologists. Perhaps these areas may be the domains of other disciplines, yet peoples’ lives cross these domains. While one does not have to become a social worker or political activist to pursue changes in these areas, it seems immoral to ignore
the significance of the environment, community systems, and social policies on peoples' lives.

Another obstacle of teaching social responsibility to graduate students may be that faculty are not involved actively in service activities themselves. It is difficult to teach students something that does not fit with one's experiential base or frame of reference. To address this obstacle, faculty members are simply encouraged to find ways to provide service to a community organization and to discuss that involvement with their students. It is not unusual for faculty to have requirements for service activity as part of their faculty duties at a university. Perhaps this service activity can become a more intentional focus of the department and faculty can describe their activities annually to other department faculty members.

There is no magical way to instill attitudes of social responsibility in graduate students. However, implementing an intentional plan for faculty to model service activities, providing opportunities for students to confront injustice, and initiating discussions aimed at enhancing self-efficacy may result in the internalization of these attitudes by graduate students.
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